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The School offers a broad and balanced 
curriculum that will assist in equipping 
Sixth Form students with the skills and 
understanding required to enter either 
employment or Higher Education. 

We welcome students who are willing to 
work hard and contribute directly to school 
life. We look forward to them fulfilling 
their potential regardless of whether 
they are Oxbridge candidates capable of 
attaining four A*s or hard-working students 
capable of attaining three sound grades 
at A Level.  We are passionate about 
enabling our students to make informed 
choices about their future and to become 
reflective, resilient life-long learners.

We look forward to working with students 
who want to study at TWGSB. If you meet 
our entrance requirements and you decide 
to accept the challenge of developing to 
your full potential within our welcoming, 
yet regulated environment, then we look 
forward to working with you and hope that 
you will enjoy your time in our Sixth Form. 

If you have any further questions after reading 
this prospectus, please do not hesitate to 
make contact with the Sixth Form team.

Mrs C Fernandez
Head of Sixth Form

“This school has taught me crucial skills and prepared me for life post 
TWGSB.”

Year 13 Student, 2017

 
Curriculum
Since September 2017 all A levels offered 
at TWGSB have been the reformed 
specifications. These A Levels follow the 
revised format, with all content taught and 
examined at full A Level standard and with 
all formal external examinations being at the 
end of the two year course in Year 13. AS 
levels are not available in these subjects.

In Year 12 students receive a minimum of 9 
hours of teaching per subject per fortnight 
increasing to 10 hours per fortnight in Year 13.

All students are required to study a minimum 
of 3 A level subjects and for the vast 
majority this will be the standard academic 
programme. However, a 4 A level programme 
would be considered in some cases.

Extended Project Qualification 
(EPQ)
This is offered towards the end of Year 12 
and is worth half an A Level in terms of UCAS 
points. A student can choose a topic either 
related to his/her A-Level studies or one that 
is completely independent. There will be 120 
guided hours available at least 30 will be 
delivered by a teacher (e.g. research skills) 
and up to 90 will be allocated for seminars, 
tutorials and independent study. The Extended 
Project gives students an opportunity to 
develop high levels of independent study skills 
as well as critical analysis and presentation 
skills. This qualification is highly regarded 
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by universities as it demonstrates the 
skills and attributes that will be required 
for degree level study. An increasing 
number of universities are including results 
in the EPQ as part of their offer to those 
students who undertake the qualification.

Key Skills
Key Skills such as time management, 
communication, the ability to give 
presentations, literacy and numeracy have 
become increasingly important over the 
past few years. As an institution we focus 
on developing these key employability and 
life skills via both the curricular and extra-
curricular activities that we provide. Tutors 
are aware of their importance and refer to 
them where appropriate when completing 
references for careers or Higher Education 
applications. Form tutors also refer to 
attendance and punctuality in such references.

Personal, Social, Health & 
Economic Education (PHSE) + 
Tutor time
All students will follow a Future Planning 
programme to prepare them for their life 
post Sixth Form. These sessions will 
be delivered through fortnightly PSHE 
lessons and morning tutorial sessions. The 
programme is divided into these four strands:

Personal Development: Financial 
planning, Wider reading, Presentation 
skills, Health and wellbeing, Team 
building and Leadership skills.

Learning Power: Study skills, Revision 
skills, Time management, and 
Reflection and target setting.

“Pupils and staff work tirelessly together to achieve their best.”

Ofsted, 2017

Future goals: Mock Interviews, UCAS, 
areers, Employability skills, Gap year 
options and Apprenticeships

Community: Inter-form competition, 
Volunteering, Mentoring, Prefect / House 
teams, Fundraising, Assemblies.

The Broader Curriculum 
The most distinctive features of Sixth 
Form education are choice and personal 
responsibility. Even with A Levels, Enrichment, 
Tutorials and PSHE, students will be left 
with an amount of free time in which to 
develop their studies and will have access to 
a much wider range of peripheral activities 
than are available in the Lower School.

In such a competitive world, students need 
more than A level grades alone in order to 
stand out in a job or university application, 
therefore it is hoped that Sixth Formers will 
engage themselves in the extra-curricular 
opportunities on offer. As well as improving 
their ‘transferable’ skills, involvement in the 
broader curriculum will be enjoyable and will 
allow students to develop new friendships.

During the past few years, the following 
societies/activities have been part of Sixth 
Form life at TWGSB. Details about the 
activities are circulated during term 1 of 
Year 12. If Sixth Formers wish to introduce a 
new idea or club we welcome this and they 
are encouraged to approach the relevant 
Sixth Form Head of Year. Recent societies 
and activities include the following:

Amnesty International• 
Art gallery visits • 
Music Groups, choirs, orchestra, etc• 
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Bridge /Chess • 
University visits • 
Political Discussion Groups• 
Debating Society • 
Drama Productions/Theatre visits • 
Duke of Edinburgh Award• 
Engineering Club • 
Subject specific seminars• 
LGBTQ support group • 
Student mentoring• 
World Challenge / Outlook Expeditions• 
Taster lectures • 
Sixth Form Yearbook Committee• 
Model United Nations General Assembly• 
Young Enterprise• 
Wings of Hope Achievement Award• 

Games/Enrichment Activities
All Sixth Formers in Year 12 choose either 
a sport enrichment activity or volunteering 
that they attend for two hours a fortnight. 
These activities are designed to offer students 
the chance to develop skills outside of 
the standard A Level curriculum. Options 
vary from year to year, but can include 
activities such as: football; swimming; 
gym; badminton.  Volunteering can be 
arranged independently or through school 
based programmes such as lower school 
mentoring, Reading at a local Primary 
School, Maths Clinic support, Peer mentoring/
Fusion or departmental subject support. 

Minimum Qualifications for Entry
In order to ensure all students have a chance 
to be successful we insist on a minimum level 
of performance at GCSE. You should obtain 
at least 48 points from your best 8 GCSE 
grades with no less than a grade 5 in English 
Language and Mathematics. Students wishing 
to study Mathematics at A level must have a 

minimum of grade A equivalent (9-7) at GCSE. 
For other subjects at least a grade B or 
equivalent at GCSE is required in the subject 
you wish to study at A Level or in a closely 
related subject for those subjects which are 
new to the curriculum in the Sixth Form

Tutor Groups
The Tutor Groups and the Tutor are seen 
as pivotal to Sixth Form life. The Tutor 
should, in normal circumstances, be the 
first point of reference for either parents 
or pupils with concerns. Overseen by the 
Sixth Form Pastoral Leaders, the Tutor will 
deliver the Future Planning Programme. 

Parental Contact
The school welcomes enquiries from parents 
who have particular concerns either regarding 
the progress of their children or on general 
matters. In the first instance, contact should 
be made with the relevant Form Tutor. 
Parents will be invited to attend a Parents’ 
Consultation evening in both Years 12 and 
13, full reports are issued once a year and the 
School also adopts the practice of sending 
four internal assessments home to parents 
via their children throughout the year.

Timetable
The timetable of students in the Sixth 
Form is radically different from that 
of students in Years 7 to 11 therefore 
adjusting to this change and using study 
periods wisely is crucial to success. 

Private study periods should usually be 
spent in the specified areas: the Sixth Form 
Library, Dining Hall, New Hall or main Library. 
Year 12 students are expected to be on site 
periods 1 to 4 but may leave the school site 

“Of particular note is the special provision leaders make for the social  
and mental health needs of students. This is valued highly by all.”

Ofsted, 2017

6
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if they do not have lessons or commitments 
during Period 5. Year 13 students have to 
register each morning but may leave the 
school site during the day if they do not have 
lessons or commitments.  A student who 
is unable to make effective use of his/her 
private study time will be supported with a 
more structured approach to these sessions.

An attendance policy is issued to all Sixth 
Form students at the start of the academic 
year.  If a student is ill and unable to 
attend school parents should contact 
the School by 09:30 on each day of the 
absence either by telephone or email. 
Students are not allowed to take driving 
lessons or any other scheduled extra-
curricular activities during the school day.

Monitoring
The School uses the Fischer Family Trust 
which uses a national database of results 
over many years to assist the School in 
its target-setting and in the provision of 
feedback about the students’ performance 
in external examinations. FFT provides 
targets based on the GCSE grade 
attained by the students along with other 
variables such as age in the year group. 

The Sixth Form has a structured system 
of monitoring and if it is felt that a student 
is failing to meet his/her targets, or is not 
displaying the necessary learning behaviours 
for success then support will be put in place 
to aid them in achieving their potential. 
Overall the system is devised to support 
and motivate students by getting subject 
teachers and the Tutor involved, and by 
setting realistic targets which are monitored 
on a daily basis. Sixth Form Leaders will 

keep parents informed whenever we have 
concerns or put monitoring in place.

Careers/Higher Education Advice
During the two years of the Sixth Form 
students will gain practical advice in 
such areas as: researching careers and 
university courses; personal statement 
writing; designing a curriculum vitae; writing 
letters of application; interview techniques 
and advice on jobs and apprenticeships. 

In the Summer Term of Year 12, students 
are involved in the process of considering 
and applying for Higher Education or 
investigating alternative pathways.  Alongside 
a comprehensive programme of events and 
trips organised by the School, students are 
encouraged to investigate differing courses 
and universities, to visit Higher Education 
fairs and to attend University open days.  
Students who decide to apply for Higher 
Education are advised in the Summer Term 
of Year 12 how to do so via the UCAS 
system and are supported through this 
process as they progress into Year 13. A 
complete system of support and careers 
guidance is also in place for those students 
who do not wish to apply to University. 

In August, when the A Level results are 
published, members of staff are in School 
to assist with applications via UCAS and 
adjustment and clearing processes.

School Rules, Privileges and 
Responsibilities
The Sixth Form is part of the School and 
students are expected to follow the basic 
rules of the School. They are, however, 
more mature than the younger pupils and 

“ TWGSB has been a fantastic school for our son. We have seen him 
develop, mature and flourish as a result of the grounded support he has 
had from all the staff at the school.”

Parent email 2017
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are treated as such. Privileges concerning 
leaving the site, private study periods and 
access to the common room are given in light 
of the need to treat Sixth Formers as future 
employees and students in higher education. 
With these privileges come responsibilities. 
Sixth Form students are expected to be 
responsible for their own behaviour, we 
do expect a developing maturity and co-
operation from our students. This is reflected 
by all Sixth Form students being invited to 
become Prefects and House Captains, roles 
which see them assisting the staff, the Head 
Student and Senior Prefects in the general 
running of the School. Members of the Sixth 
Form also have the opportunity to become 
involved in Literacy Support and Coaching 
and Mentoring of younger students.

Students are expected to be present at 
registration at 8.45am every school day 
of the week. As well as receiving routine 
information, registration is used as a vehicle 
for providing information about Higher 
Education, study skills, reflection on current 
affairs and time for tutor-student discussion. 

Attendance registers are taken in every 
lesson. Poor punctuality and attendance will 
lead to intervention by the Head of Year.

At no time should students absent 
themselves from a lesson without the 
permission of the relevant teacher or tutor.

Please note due to limited parking at the site 
students cannot bring their cars on to the main 
site. They are asked to park considerately 
in the all weather sports pitch car-park or 
on roads off St John’s Road. Students must 
apply for a permit from the main office before 

parking in the all weather sports pitch car park.

Sixth Form Students all sign a 
Studentship Agreement at the start of 
Year 12 to declare that they agree to 
abide by the rules of the School.

Prefects, Head Student, Deputy 
Head Students and Senior 
Prefects 
We firmly believe that Sixth Form Students 
should take an active role in supporting the 
running of the whole school and not just the 
Sixth Form. All Year 12 students are invited 
to become a Prefect and if they do so they 
are asked to perform duties each week. 
During the Spring term of Year 12, we invite 
Prefects to apply to become a member of 
the Senior Prefect Team. Application is by 
a formal written letter and is considered 
by the Heads of Sixth Form in consultation 
with the staff of the school. After the Senior 
Prefect Team has spent some time working 
together, we invite them to apply for the post 
of Head Student and Deputy Head Students. 
Candidates are considered and short-listed. 
Formal presentations and interviews then 
take place with members of the Leadership 
Team before the final decision is made.

Paid Work Outside School
It is common practice for pupils to undertake 
some form of paid employment.  The School 
does not oppose this, we recognise that 
such work can assist a student’s personal 
development and that many part-time jobs 
in large organisations can be relocated to 
university areas and as such can provide an 
important means of revenue for university 
students. However, the School is concerned 
with the number of hours that some students 

“The Sixth Form is warm and welcoming to everyone.  
Teachers are very supportive both in and out of the classroom.”

Year 13 Student, 2017
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undertake. There obviously has to be a 
detrimental effect on students’ studies 
if they become too focused upon their 
part-time jobs and the opportunities for 
social life that the resultant remuneration 
offers. A student should be able to work 
one day at the weekend along with a few 
hours one evening during the week: any 
more has to be considered too much.

Dress Code
Sixth Form students are expected to lead 
by example and always be neat, tidy and 
appropriately dressed.  The Sixth Form has a 
different uniform from the rest of the school. 
The uniform / dress code is essentially 
along the lines of what might be expected 
in a formal business context.  Students 
should be able to differentiate between 
attire for work and attire for social wear. 

Basic Premises:
Hair should be well kept, tidy and clean, 
avoiding extremes of fashion. Clothes and 
shoes should be clean and presentable.

Female Students:
Knee length skirt or trousers: grey, navy • 
or black, subtle pin-stripes, no checks or 
extremes of fashion. Skirts may be just 
above the knee, but not mid-thigh length. 
Dresses, black jeans or leggings and very 
short skirts are not permitted.
Blazer/jacket: grey, navy or black. Leather • 
jackets or knitwear cannot be worn instead 
of a blazer/jacket.
Shirt: any suitable smart, business style • 
shirt (must have a collar). Subtle stripes 
and checks are acceptable, other patterns 
are not. The shirt must not be made of a 
sheer or see-through material.

Shoes: black (no boots, trainers or • 
stilettos).
Jumper or cardigan: black or grey (to be • 
worn under a jacket and over a shirt/blouse, 
not instead of a jacket/blazer /shirt/blouse).
Hair: unusual hairstyles or colourings are • 
not acceptable.
Jewellery: one plain stud per ear, worn • 
in the earlobe, no other visible piercings. 
Other jewellery must be unobtrusive. Only 
one earring should be worn in each ear. 
A small necklace is acceptable, but large 
pieces of jewellery are not suitable for 
wearing at school.
Make-up: discreet.• 

Male Students:
Suit (trousers and jacket): grey, navy or • 
black, subtle pin-stripes, no checks or 
extremes of fashion. Black jeans or very 
skinny trousers are not permitted.
Shirt: any suitable smart, business style • 
shirt. Subtle stripes and checks are 
acceptable, other patterns are not.
Tie: Sixth Form tie.• 
Shoes: black (no boots or trainers).• 
Jumper: black or grey, V neck to be worn • 
under a jacket and over a shirt, no hoodies.
Hair: unusual hairstyles or colourings are • 
not acceptable.
Jewellery: one plain stud per ear, worn • 
in the earlobe, no other visible piercings. 
Other jewellery must be unobtrusive.

A student can be expected to be challenged 
if not adhering to the Sixth Form Dress Code. 
The student will be expected to change into 
suitable clothing provided by the school or 
return home to change. In regards to piercings 
/ jewellery / make-up, the student will be 
asked to remove any inappropriate items.

12

“ Moving school was the best decision I’ve made.”

Year 12 Student, 2017
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WHO’S WHO: Sixth Form Staff (Academic Year 2017-2018)

Head of Sixth Form / Pastoral Leader Year 13: Mrs C Fernandez 

Assistant Head of Sixth Form / Pastoral Leader Year 12: Mrs J Corp

Sixth Form Administrator and Careers Coordinator: Mrs R Adkin 

A-Level Results Summer 2017
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The following subjects are planned to be available for September 2018

Subject Examination Board
Art, Craft & Design AQA

Biology OCR

Business Edexcel

Chemistry AQA

Computer Science OCR

Design Technology Edexcel

Drama and Theatre Edexcel

Economics AQA

English Language and Literature AQA

English Literature AQA

French WJEC Eduqas

Geography AQA

Government and Politics AQA

History Edexcel

Mathematics Edexcel

Mathematics (Further) Edexcel

Media Studies AQA

Music Technology Edexcel

Philosophy AQA

Physical Education AQA

Physics AQA

Sociology AQA

Spanish WJEC Eduqas

Extended Project Qualification (EPQ) AQA

Sixth Form Curriculum

Exam Board:  • AQA

Qualifications needed: • GCSE Art and Design grade 6.

Course Content: • Students are taught various ways to respond to artists and these skills are 
developed throughout the two-year course. Research consists of direct observational drawings 
that relate to chosen artists and full annotation of thought processes and analysis of artist’s 
work. Students are encouraged to be as creative as possible and to produce work in both 2 
and 3 dimensions. Initial research is then developed by experimenting with composition, colour 
and imagery to produce an outcome that is conceptual and skilfully made. Students are given 
regular individual tutorials and assessment is continual. Examination papers are given out in 
February of Year 13 and students have approximately a 12-week preparation period to gather 
research and development on the set theme. At the end of the preparation period, students sit 
the 15 hour, 3-day examination during which they produce an unaided outcome.

Unit Outline A-Level

1

Year 12 Coursework Portfolio:  
Practical unit based on a set theme using a variety of skills and media such as: 
photography, drawing, painting, mixed media, and ceramics

60%

Year 13  Personal Investigation:  
Practical investigation using the skills and techniques developed in Year 12. This 
is linked to the written investigation.

Year 13 Written Investigation:
An essay of at least 1000 words linking to the Year 13 practical work. This is 
marked separate to the practical work but is included in the Unit 1 mark.

2

Externally set Assessment:  
An externally set assignment in which students respond to given starting 
points. Students have a set period of preparation time, culminating in a 15-hour 
practical exam to produce their final outcome.

40%

Careers Education• 
The Department has a successful track record of students proceeding to study Art. Students  –
embark on Art and Design Foundation Courses locally and others go directly onto Art 
and Design degree courses. Recently, students have embarked on courses in Fine Art, 
Architecture and Art Gallery Curating. We advise students on suitable Art and Design careers 
most appropriate for them and suggest suitable institutions at which to study.
The Department provides specific guidance to students applying for Art courses locally and  –
further afield. Visiting lecturers from local colleges come into school to speak to students 
regarding entry qualifications, work expectations and show examples of work produced by 
passed students.

Art, Craft and Design
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Exam Board: • OCR

Qualifications needed: • GCSE Biology grade 6 is essential. A reasonable understanding 
of Chemistry will be an advantage to candidates, but studying Chemistry A-Level is not a 
requirement.

Course Content: • The new A-Level Biology course which started in September 2015 contains 
an appropriate balance between plant biology, animal biology and microbiology, and will include 
the following content:

Development of practical skills in Biology: 1. Core practical skills are covered throughout 
the course.
Foundations in Biology: 2. Prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell structure, cellular organisation, 
cell division, biological molecules, enzymes and nucleic acids.
Exchange and transport:3.  Exchange surfaces, transport in animals and plants.
Biodiversity, evolution and disease:4.  Communicable diseases, immune system, 
biodiversity, classification and evolution.
Communication, homeostasis and energy: 5. Homeostasis, excretion, neuronal 
communication, hormonal communication, plant and animal responses, photosynthesis and 
respiration.
Genetics, evolution and ecosystems:6.  Cellular control, patterns of inheritance, 
manipulating genomes, cloning and biotechnology, ecosystems, populations and 
sustainability.

Assessment Overview A-Level

Biological processes (includes modules 1, 2, 3, 5) 37%

Biological diversity (includes modules 1, 2, 4, 6) 37%

Unified Biology (includes content from all modules) 26%

Practical endorsement in Biology non-exam assessment

Careers Education• 
Biology is a widely required and highly regarded “facilitating” subject that will help students  –
gain entry to many careers. It is a requirement for many very competitive degree courses 
where sound scientific skills are required. As a department we have a good track record of 
facilitating the high grades that are demanded for courses such as Medicine, Veterinary and 
Biomedical Science degrees.
The department offers specific guidance to students applying for Biology-related courses, and  –
runs a lunchtime club for students interested in pursuing Medicine and related courses.  
We actively encourage students to participate in work experience, and to take up extra- –
curricular opportunities in the subject, and provide opportunities for mock interviews for 
university courses.
Careers opportunities are emphasised where appropriate as an intrinsic part of the Biology  –
curriculum.

Biology Business

Exam Board:•  Edexcel

Qualifications needed:•  GCSE grade B in Business 
Studies or 6 in another humanities subject, 6 in Maths.

Mission Statement: • To promote a student’s curiosity and 
develop skills which help them understand the real world 
of business. We expect our Business Studies students to 
possess the following:

a genuine interest in current affairs, –
problem solving skills, –
a willingness to join the Young Enterprise scheme. –

Assessment• 
There is no coursework associated with this course. 
Students are assessed through three examinations at the end of Year 13

 Course Content:•  Starting a Business
Theme 1: Marketing and People –
Theme 2: Finance and Operations –
Theme 3: Strategic Business Decision Making –
Theme 4: Global Business –

Examinations A-Level

Paper 1: Marketing, people and global business 35%

Paper 2: Business activities, decisions and strategies 35%

Paper 3: Investigating businesses in a competitive environment 30%

Careers Education• 
 Through the subjects’ very nature, students will develop an understanding of the world of  –
work. Students study the application process for jobs, the importance of the interview and 
workforce planning. They understand the changing dynamics of the labour market and how 
they can best plan for their future careers from this.
 Strong links with AXA-PPP, who have hosted enterprise days with the help of Year 12 students –
 Mock interview process within GCSE and A Level Business –
 University and personal statement support  –
 Enterprise education delivered by the department through drop-down days and Young  –
Enterprise

All subject resources are stored 
online and are accessible from 
home.

Business Studies and Economics 
are very popular choices at 
A-Level. This year we have a total 
of 150 students.

Optional additional opportunities 
for learning are provided in the 
form of free online access to the 
Economist magazine, as well as 
subscriptions to Business Review.
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Chemistry

Exam Board:•  AQA

 • Qualifications needed: GCSE Chemistry grade 6 is essential.

 Course Content:•  A-Level Chemistry attempts to answer the big question ‘what is the world 
made of’ and it’s the search for this answer that makes this subject so fascinating. From 
investigating how one substance can be changed drastically into another, to researching a new 
wonder drug to save millions of lives, the opportunities that chemistry provides are endless.

Year 12 Year 13

Physical chemistry: Including 
atomic structure, amount of 
substance, bonding, energetics, 
kinetics, chemical equilibria and Le 
Chatelier’s principle.

Physical chemistry: Including thermodynamics, rate 
equations, the equilibrium constant Kp, electrode potentials and 
electrochemical cells.

Inorganic chemistry: Including 
periodicity, Group 2 the alkaline 
earth metals, Group 7(17) the 
halogens.

Inorganic chemistry: Including properties of Period 3 elements 
and their oxides, transition metals, reactions of ions in aqueous 
solution.

Organic chemistry: Including 
introduction to organic chemistry, 
alkanes, halogenoalkanes, alkenes, 
alcohols, organic analysis.

Organic chemistry: Including optical isomerism, aldehydes and 
ketones, carboxylic acids and derivatives, aromatic chemistry, 
amines, polymers, amino acids, proteins and DNA, organic 
synthesis, NMR spectroscopy, chromatography.

Practicals: Throughout the course you will carry out practical activities including: measuring energy 
changes in chemical reactions, tests for identifying different types of compound, different methods for 
measuring rates of reaction, studying electrochemical cells, preparation of organic solids and liquids, 
thin layer chromatography.

Exams: There is no coursework on this course. However, your performance during practicals will be 
assessed. There are three exams at the end of the two years for A-level, all of which are two hours long. 
At least 15% of the marks for A-level Chemistry are based on what you learned in your practicals.

Careers Education• 
Chemistry is a widely required and highly regarded “enabling” subject that will help students  –
gain entry to many careers. It is a requirement for many very competitive degree courses 
where sound scientific skills are required. As a department we have a good track record of 
facilitating the high grades that are demanded by such courses. As well as going on to study 
for Medicine, Chemistry and Engineering degrees, recent students have undertaken courses 
and careers in areas as diverse as Forensic Science, Product Design, Politics, Accountancy 
and Architecture.
The department has staff trained and accredited to award the Endorsement for Practical Skills  –
in addition to the A-level course. We are committed towards delivering the practical scientific 
skills that will enhance employability within many occupations in the future.
We are active in promoting scientific careers amongst our students through taking part in  –
external events such as the Royal Society of Chemistry Science at Work event.

Computer Science

Exam Board:•  OCR

 • Qualifications needed: GCSE Computing or ICT grade B. 

A strong interest in problem solving and logical thinking would 
be preferential and a benefit to completing the programming 
project. There are also topics that are not covered as part of 
the GCSE course followed by our students. Provided that you 
are willing to work hard and practice programming beyond the 
classroom there is no reason why you should not consider 
taking Computer Science.

 Course Content:•  This is a two year course. The course 
comprises of 3 units. Components 1 and 2 are externally 
examined through written papers and focus on computer 
systems, algorithms & programming. The third unit is 
a programming project where the students approach a 
complex problem and investigate, design, develop and test a 
programmable solution.

Year 12 Curriculum Outline
 Storage and memory –
 The CPU –
 Systems software –
 Application and utility software –
 Data types and representation –
 Computer arithmetic –
 Software development –
 Computer law, ethical, moral and social issues –
 Programming techniques and problem-solving –

Year 13 Curriculum Outline
 Programming project coursework –
 Problem-solving, algorithms and computational methods –
 Exchanging data –

Unit Outline A-Level

1 Computer Systems 40%

2 Algorithms and Programming 40%

3 Programming Project 20%

Careers Education• 
We equip the students to be able to solve real world problems using computers and  –
appropriate software.

There are two distinct 
elements to the course. 
Programming is covered in 
detail in the first year. A 
major part of the second year 
practical time is spent on a 
design project (in the past a 
database project, now having a 
programming basis).

A logical mind and good 
mathematical ability are 
the attributes that help 
students do well in the course. 
Some students will not have 
experienced the type of 
programming covered during 
the course but this should not 
be seen as a hurdle.

Core course aims are to 
develop:

the capacity for thinking • 
creatively, innovatively, 
analytically, logically and 
critically;
project and time • 
management skills;
an understanding of the • 
consequences of uses of 
computing, including social, 
legal, ethical and other 
issues. 
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Exam Board:•  Edexcel

 • Qualifications needed: Good general GCSE grades 
including a B or a 6 in a Design and Technology 
subject.

Course content: • This is a two year course which 
requires you to produce and submit one portfolio 
which will demonstrate your creativity and flair when 
investigating, designing and making a product. 
Students will undertake a commercial design 
and make project that apply the knowledge and 
understanding of the subject. It will need to be 
sustainable in the environment. 

Students will be expected to develop knowledge of a wide range of resistant materials, graphical 
media, textiles, smart materials and manufacturing processes as well as knowledge of past 
designers. This is to be applied in their project. ICT will be integral to this course as will the 
ability to communicate graphically and by the written word. Students will be able to recognise 
design needs and develop an understanding of how current global issues, including integrating 
technology, impacts on today’s world. Students will have the confidence to innovate and 
produce creative design solutions as they develop their own design brief with a client/end user.

Unit Outline Weighting

Written Exam Component 1: Principles of Design and Technology 50%

Coursework Component 2: Independent Design and Make Project 50%

Careers Education• 
The Department has seen many students proceed to study a product design related course  –
at University, many of these students studying at the top universities in the country. The 
department has established links with ex-students who provide seminar style experiences to 
our existing students. This year, Alwani Architecture visited our Year 12 students to showcase 
degree and masters level portfolios and the types of work required for an outstanding portfolio. 
The Department provides extensive reading lists and has its own departmental library  –
consisting of a wide range of books and subscription magazines that help students investigate 
a broader context than lessons can deliver. 
A number of extra-curricular learning opportunities also take place, including trips to ‘Emco  –
Wheaton’ and ‘Flambeau Europlast’ in Ramsgate. The department is increasing its links with 
local and national businesses.

Design Technology A Level aims to:
Equip students with design skills for 
the future - Students will be able to 
recognise design needs and develop 
an understanding of how current 
global issues, including integrating 
technology, impacts on today’s world.
Encourage creativity and innovation 
- At A level students will have the 
confidence to innovate and produce 
creative design solutions as they 
develop their own design brief with a 
client/end user.

Design Technology Drama and Theatre

Exam Board:•  Edexcel

Qualifications needed:•  GSCE Drama preferable but not 
essential, Grade 6 in English.  

Course content:•  
The A Level Drama and Theatre Studies course includes three 
components which consists of Devising, Exploring Text in 
Performance, both as a performer or designer, and a written 
paper showing understanding of a set text from the view of the 
director as well as an evaluation of a live play from

Component 1: Devising (40% of A Level)
As a performer or designer you will create and develop an original piece of drama using a key 
extract from a performance text and a theatre practitioner as a stimulus.
Performance    20 Marks
Written Portfolio   60 Marks      

Component 2: Text in Performance (20% of the A Level)
As a performer or designer you will work in a group to create a performance of one key extract 
from a performance text. You will also create a monologue or duologue of one key extract from 
a different text.
Group performance   36 Marks
Monologue or duologue  24 marks              

Component 3: Written Exam Paper (40% of the A Level)
The written exam is divided in to three sections and is 2 hours and 30 minutes
Section A Live Theatre Evaluation    20 Marks
Section B Page to Stage: Realising a performance Text  36 Marks
Section C Interpreting a Performance Text  24 Marks

Careers Education• 
This course includes the development of performance skills and stagecraft. Students should  –
aim to take advantage of school plays and outside drama opportunities to extend their 
experience. They should also see as much theatre as possible, including any chargeable trips 
which are organised by the school. 
Furthermore students can go on to Drama School or University to develop a variety of  –
skills, including performance, lighting, design, directing and creative writing. However, the 
presentation, communication, and teamwork skills developed are relevant in any career and 
Universities recognise that studying Drama and Theatre Studies at A Level are beneficial in 
many vocations including Law, Medicine and Business to name a few.   

“A challenging and fascinating 
A-level that uniquely provided 
me with the creative outlet I 
needed”

“A demanding and diverse 
course where every lesson 
is different and where you 
learn a lot about yourself as 
well as about drama”
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Economics

Exam Board:•  AQA

Qualifications needed:•  GCSE grade B in Business Studies or 
6 in another humanities subject, 6 in Maths.

Economics gives students the chance to understand the • 
systems of the world around them, and to understand how 
decisions are made on an individual, firm and government level.

 • We expect our economics students to possess…
A genuine interest in current affairs –
Problem solving skills –
Skills of critical evaluation –
Ability to grasp and explain real world events –
Be able to construct lucid technical arguments –
Competence in handling statistics –

 • Assessment: There is no coursework associated with this 
course. Students are assessed through three exams at the end of Year 13.

 Course content :• 
Year 12

Markets and Market Failure (microeconomics) –
The National Economy (macroeconomics) –

Year 13
The labour market, individual decision making and the theory of the firm (microeconomics) –
The international economy and trade (macroeconomics) –

Examinations A-Level

Paper 1: Markets and Market Failure 33.3%

Paper 2: National and International Economy 33.3%

Paper 3: Economic Principles and Issues 33.3%

Careers Education• 
 Through the subjects’ very nature, students will develop an understanding of the world of  –
work. Students study the application process for jobs, the importance of the interview and 
workforce planning. They understand the changing dynamics of the labour market and how 
they can best plan for their future careers from this.
 Strong links with AXA-PPP, who have hosted enterprise days with the help of Year 12  –
students.
 University and personal statement support  –
 Enterprise education delivered by the department through drop-down days and Young  –
Enterprise.

All subject resources are 
stored online and are acces-
sible from home.

Economics and Business 
Studies are very popular 
choices at A-Level. This 
year we have a total of 150.

Optional additional oppor-
tunities for learning are 
provided in the form of 
free online access to the 
Economist magazine, as well 
as offering subscriptions 
to Economics Review and 
Economics Today.

Exam Board:•  AQA

 • Qualifications needed: GCSE grade 6 in both English 
Language and English Literature: and a love of language 
including word play and wide reading.

 Course content:•  The course is a stylistics course, designed 
to foster a precise understanding of how all meaning is shaped 
in language at word, sentence and whole text levels. Linguistic 
analytical skills are essential to study widely exploring meaning 
shaped in social historical contexts. Students study and explore 
a wide variety of texts, including anthologies, novels, plays and 
poetry. They will also be introduced to the study of talk through 
transcripts and ideas of how meaning is shaped in different 
registers, challenging themselves in their understanding of 
words, concepts and ideas. The most successful students read the prescribed texts assiduously 
to develop a confident and independent voice, that analyses and discusses texts in precise 
ways.

Examinations A-Level

Written Paper 1: Telling Stories
Section A: Remembered Places ‘Paris’
Section B: Imagined Worlds: prose text
Section C: Poetic Voices: poetry text

40%

Written Paper 2: Exploring Conflict
Section A: Re-creative writing using set text
Section B: Critical Commentary
Section C: Dramatic Encounters: set drama

40%

Non-Exam Assessment

Making Connections
Personal investigation exploring technique or theme in 
both literary and non-literary texts. 2500-3000 words

20%

Careers Education• 
Successful students in English A’ level acquire a qualification that is a widely recognised and  –
highly respected that is evidence of an analytical and erudite mind; students are able to read, 
argue and analyse with precision and skill at the highest levels.
Successful students in English often go on to study English Literature, America Studies, Law,  –
Journalism and History, Linguistics, Language based courses including Creative Writing and 
Speech Therapy, and Cultural Studies. We are able to guide and suggest appropriate courses 
that will suit students and help them to understand the diversity in English Language and 
Literature specialisms.

“Choosing Language/ 
Literature gave me two 
years of exciting, intricate 
study of the language 
and vast improvements in 
my own articulation and 
sculpting of argument and 
analysis. It has also inspired 
me to pursue my passion 
for language at university 
and embark upon a career in 
Journalism.”

Former student

English Language and Literature
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English Literature

Exam Board:•  AQA (A)

 • Qualifications needed: GCSE grade 6 in English Language 
and English Literature and a love of reading. 

 Course content:•  The course encourages students to 
develop ambitious reading and analytical skills, to read 
widely exploring social historical contexts and reflect on 
how meaning is shaped by these contexts. Students study 
and explore the culture and identity of characters presented 
in a wide variety of texts, challenging themselves in their 
understanding of words, concepts and ideas. The most 
successful students read beyond the prescribed texts to 
develop a confident and independent voice, that analyses 
and discusses texts in complex ambitious ways.  

• 
Examinations A-Level

Written Paper 1: Love Through the Ages
Section A: Shakespeare passage based question with linked essay
Section B: Unseen poetry comparing two poems
Section C: Compare the prose and poetry texts (open book in 
Section C only)

40%

Written Paper 2: World War I and Its Aftermath
Section A: Set text poetry, one essay question
Section B: Contextual Linking, one essay on unseen extract, one 
essay linking two texts

40%

Non-Exam Assessment

Independent Critical Study (coursework)
2500 word extended essay. A comparative critical study of two texts, 
at least one of which must have been written pre-1900.

20%

Careers Education• 
Successful students in English A’ level acquire a qualification that is a widely recognised and  –
highly respected that is evidence of an analytical and erudite mind; students are able to read, 
argue and analyse with precision and skill at the highest levels.
Successful students in English often go on to study English Literature, America Studies, Law,  –
Journalism and History, Linguistics, Language based courses including Creative Writing and 
Speech Therapy, and Cultural Studies. We are able to guide and suggest appropriate courses 
that will suit students and help them to understand the diversity in English Language and 
Literature specialisms.

“English Literature covers so 
many cultural topics; it’s a real 
mind-broadener.”

“It provides great opportuni-
ties for relaxed and interesting 
discussions on inspirational and 
fascinating literature.”

“English Literature has taught 
me to articulate my views on 
a wide range of interesting 
texts.”

Student comments

Extended Project Qualification

Exam Board:•  AQA

 • Qualifications needed: Teacher recommendation and positive learning 
behaviours across all subjects in Year 12. Students will write a letter of 
application, proposing a broad area of study by Term 4 in Year 12. 

Course content:•  The EPQ is an opportunity for students to produce 
an extended piece of work of their own choice, with guidance from 
staff, which is assessed at school and then moderated by the exam 
board. This could be in the subject area the student wishes to study at 
university but that is not part of their school curriculum (e.g. Medicine), 
or simply an area of personal interest unrelated to their other studies. An 
EPQ is a unique and exciting opportunity for students to manage their 
own learning. It is worth the same UCAS points as half an A level. In 
addition, an increasing number of universities, including King’s College, 
Southampton, Bath, Leeds, Sheffield, Birmingham and Liverpool, will 
make an alternative offer including the EPQ, for example in addition to 
the published AAB entry requirements offer, they will also offer ABB + A 
in EPQ.

The project can be either:
A written report of 5000 words e.g. extended essay, investigation of a  –
hypothesis, or an academic report
Or, a written report of at least 1000 words together with an artefact  –
such as a video, model, performance, script, short story.

The student will also keep a project log and will present the completed 
project to other students and staff, evaluating the process and 
responding to a Q&A session to a non-expert audience. 

The assessment is as follows: 20% managing project, 20% using 
secondary resources, 40% developing and realising the essay / 
artefact, and 20% review, reflect and present project.

Some example project titles include:
Should science lead to atheism? –
Critically analyse fracking as a sustainable energy resource. –
Assess the legality of the UK’s involvement in the Iraq War. –
Write a short story based on the works of Ernest Hemingway,  –
exploring the author’s style and themes.
To what extent does dissociative identity disorder exist as a real  –
disorder?
To what extent can valid comparisons be drawn between the  –
Holocaust in the Second World War and the Bosnian genocide?
To what extent did the unification of Germany in 1871 irrevocably shift  –
the balance of power in Europe until 1904?
Is time travel possible under Einstein’s theory of special relativity? –
To what extent are bankers responsible for the current financial  –
crisis?

“We welcome the 
introduction of the 
Extended Project and would 
encourage you to undertake 
one as it will help you 
develop independent study 
and research skills and ease 
the transition from school/
college to higher education.”
 
Cambridge University

Skills developed on the 
course include critical 
essay writing, strategies 
for managing a long 
term academic project 
independently, referencing 
secondary sources, critically 
evaluating resources, 
synthesising information, 
presentation skills.

The EPQ is highly regarded 
by universities and is a 
chance to:

Develop knowledge and • 
expertise in field you are 
interested in studying at 
university.
Develop and demonstrate • 
independent research 
and study skills that 
admissions officers and 
employers are looking 
for.
Learn how to carry out • 
effective academic 
research in preparation 
for the transition to 
undergraduate studies.
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French

Exam Board:•  WJEC Eduqas 

 • Qualifications needed: It is desirable that you have achieved at least the equivalent of GCSE 
grade 6 before taking this course.

Course content:•  

Areas of 
interest

Social issues and trends Political, intellectual and artistic culture

Themes Being a young person in French-
speaking society

Families and citizenship• 
Youth trends and personal identity• 
Education and employment • 
opportunities

Understanding the French-speaking world
Regional culture and heritage in France, • 
French-speaking countries and communities
Media, art, film and music in the French-• 
speaking world

Themes Diversity and difference
Migration and integration• 
Cultural identity and• 
marginalisation• 
Cultural enrichment and celebrating • 
difference
Discrimination and diversity• 

France 1940-1950: The Occupation and post-
war years

June 1940–May 1945: Life in occupied • 
France; the French Resistance
The cultural dimension in occupied France• 
1945-1950: Rebuilding and restructuring• 

Examinations: Outline A-Level

Component 1: Speaking 30%

Component 2: Listening, Reading and Translation 50%

Component 3: Critical and analytical response in writing: 20%

Careers Education• 
We offer advice to students considering doing a university degree in Modern Languages or  –
following associated career paths.
 We inform students about the Language Show which takes  –
place annually in London in October which they can attend. 
The Careers Zone at Language Show Live is the place for 
skilled linguists to meet recruiters, get advice, hear from 
experts and find a job. There is a Careers Forum where they 
can find dedicated sessions on how to make best use of their 
language skills and the opportunities available within the 
language world. 
Some teachers in the department have had successful  –
careers in other areas of the world of work and they are able 
to demonstrate that the academic rigour of an MFL degree 
course equips students well for the competitive job market, 
making them attractive to employers and opening up a variety 
of professional opportunities.
 We inform Sixth Form students about work experience  –
opportunities in France and Spain.

French is both a working 
language and an official 
language of the United Na-
tions, the European Union, 
UNESCO, NATO, the Inter-
national Olympic Committee, 
the International Red Cross 
and international courts. 
French is the language of 
the three cities where the 
EU institutions are head-
quartered: Strasbourg, 
Brussels and Luxembourg.

Geography

Exam Board:•  AQA

 • Qualifications needed: A good pass (6 or above) in GCSE Geography 
is an advantage; however, many students have studied the subject 
successfully with little previous knowledge. Many of the units build on 
knowledge from other subject areas such as science, business studies 
and history. There are also topics that are not covered as part of the 
GCSE course followed by our students. Provided that you are willing 
to work hard there is no reason why you should not consider taking 
Geography.

Course content: This contemporary course is designed to engage with 
the relationships of human populations to each other over space and 
time and their relationship with their physical environment at a variety of 
scales from the local to the global. The subject content follows an issues 
and impacts approach. It is designed to allow progression through the 
course and beyond to link with the demands of higher level study. 

Please be aware that the residential fieldwork trip to Somerset is an 
integral part of the course and is the main opportunity to cover the 
necessary skills for the coursework component, therefore there is a 
monetary commitment to taking this course.

The coursework component is an individual enquiry chosen by the student from any area of the 
specification that interests them. It is introduced following the residential field trip in June. Students 
prepare their data collection for the Summer. They then work on the write-up in the Autumn term.

Component Outline A-Level

Component 1: Physical Geography
Water and carbon cycles; Coastal systems and landscapes and
either Hazards or Ecosystems under stress or Cold environments

40%

Component 2: Human Geography
Global systems and global governance; Changing places and 
either Contemporary urban environments or Population and the environment or Resource 
security

40%

Component 3: Fieldwork investigation
Students complete an individual investigation which includes data collected in the field. The 
investigation must be based on a question or issue defined and developed by the student 
relating to any part of the specification content. It should be 3,000 to 4,000 words.

20%

Careers Education• 
The course content incorporates examples of careers in all of its components, from river  –
management to urban planning. The human interaction with the world around us is central to 
Geography and raises awareness of the possibilities and consequences of living on our planet.
 The wide variety of skills taught in Geography equips students with transferrable skills that are  –
relevant to many careers. 

To raise achievement 
students are offered:
Lectures held by the • 
High Weald Branch 
of the Geographical 
Association.
A residential field • 
course with the Field 
Studies Council.
Core text books • 
issued for the 
duration of the 
course.
Database from the • 
school weather 
station.
Regular student • 
reviews and target 
setting.
Regular exam practice • 
and feedback.
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Government and Politics

Exam Board:•  AQA

 • Qualifications needed: GCSE grade 6 or equivalent in a 
humanities subject.

Course content:•  The specification requires in depth study UK 
and US government and politics. Comparisons across the two 
political systems are required in the topic entitled Comparative 
politics. Students will be required to identify parallels, connections, 
similarities and differences between aspects of politics. This will ensure that students develop a 
critical awareness of the changing nature of politics and the relationships between political ideas, 
political institutions and political processes. The three broad areas are as follows:

Government and politics of the UK1. 
Government and politics of the USA and comparative politics2. 
Political ideas3. 

Examination outline:• 

Paper 1: 2 hours, 33.3%

Government and politics of the UK• 

Paper 2: 2 hours, 33.3%

The government and politics of the USA
Comparative politics• 

Paper 3: 2 hours, 33.3%

Political ideas• 
 
Careers Education

The department subscribes to Politics Review magazine which has articles students can  –
reference on courses and studying Politics at university.
 We provides extensive further reading lists with a view to impressing university entrance officers. –
 Guest speakers come in and discuss their roles e.g. MPs and government ministers as well as  –
political writers/authors. This gives an insight into what such careers involve and the pathways 
into them.
 We discuss a range of roles relevant to the course e.g. MPs, civil servants, lawyers and judges,  –
MEPs, lobbyists, public relations, journalism and media, NGOs, union delegates, special 
advisors, think tanks and their links to other institutions such as universities. We consider 
university paths into several of these; party membership, civil service fast track, internships 
and voluntary work etc. We encourage  membership of political parties and attendance at party 
organised events and talks, membership of party affiliated groups.

The course develops 
analytical skills and an 
ability to marshal facts 
and argue a case. It 
also develops a shrewd 
critical eye for political 
developments and spin!

History

Exam Board:•  Edexcel

 • Qualifications needed: GCSE History grade 6. We also 
welcome students who have not studied the subject at GCSE 
but have attained a grade 6 or equivalent in another humanities 
subject.

Course content:•  The A-Level History course allows students 
to develop a deepened historical knowledge and understanding 
of a number of pivotal periods and events that have shaped 
the world we live in today. The course will enable you to develop important transferable skills 
including, critically evaluating evidence, researching and using historical documents, producing 
reasoned and thoughtful arguments, presentation and interpersonal skills. 

Unit Outline A-Level

1 Breadth study with interpretations:
Russia, 1917-1991: from Lenin to Yeltsin
Students will study the Bolshevik rise to power and the maintenance of Communist 
control from Lenin to Brezhnev. The final question will assess different interpretations 
of the decline and end of the Soviet Union under Gorbachev.

30%

2 Depth Study: Mao’s China: 1949-1976
An in-depth study of Mao’s China from the end of WW2 until his death. Students will 
be required to complete both a depth essay as well as a source based question.

20%

3 Themes in breadth with aspects in depth:
The Experience of Warfare, 1790-1918
Students will investigate the changing nature and experience of warfare from the 
Napoleonic wars to end of WWI. This exam will involve two essays focused on depth 
and breadth as well as a source based question.

30%

4 Interpretations of Appeasement during the 1930s. Coursework: Students 
complete an independently researched enquiry on historical interpretations. This unit 
requires students to complete a 3000-4000 word essay.

20%

Careers Education• 
The Department has a successful track record of students proceeding to study History, Politics  –
or International Relations at University. A number of students have gone on to study the 
subject at Oxbridge.
We provide specific guidance to students applying for History  –
and develops important skills outside of the classroom 
through the Debating Society, extensive reading lists and 
a wide range of books that help students to investigate 
Historical periods outside of the curriculum.
The Department also provides advice and mock interviews  –
for those students who requiring extra support for any 
applications to higher education.

“Very good. Well above 
average standards are 
promoted by very effective 
teaching. Students’ 
achievements are very good 
throughout the course.”

Ofsted comment

History students go on to 
study at universities such 
as Oxford, Manchester, 
Bristol, Sheffield and 
Reading. Some choose to use 
their background in History 
to study Politics, Law and 
War Studies.
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Mathematics & Further Mathematics

Exam Board:•  Edexcel (9MA0 Specification)

Qualifications needed: • A grade 7 in Maths at GCSE is required. 
Students need to have covered grade 7/8 material and be 
proficient in algebra in order to access the A Level course. 
Further Maths requires GCSE Mathematics grade 8 or above.  

Course Content:• 
The A-level content is 100% prescribed, containing both Pure  –
Mathematics (Algebra, Calculus and Functions),  and Applied 
maths drawn from Statistics (Data and Probability), and 
Mechanics (Forces and Motion) There will no longer be any 
options. There is no Decision maths included. 
A-level Further Maths content contains 50% Compulsary  –
Core Pure and 50% of optional content, selected by the 
department.

Linear assessment means that all exams take place at the 
end of Year 13, all calculator papers. Overarching themes of 
mathematical argument, language and proof, problem solving 
and mathematical modelling underpin all parts of the qualifications. The use of technology in 
the classroom is expected and some exam questions will be based on a large data set that will 
students will have access to throughout the course which will be used as part of classwork and 
homework.  

A-Level Maths content will include:
Pure Maths: proof; algebra and functions; coordinate geometry in the (x,y) plane; sequences  –
and series; trigonometry; exponentials and logarithms; differentiation; integration; vectors; 
numerical methods;
Statistics: statistical sampling; data presentation and interpretation; probability; statistical  –
distributions; statistical hypothesis testing; 
Mechanics: quantities and units in mechanics; kinematics; forces and Newton’s laws;  –
moments.

Further Maths content in Year 12 will include: Decision Maths (algorithms and graph theory), 
Further Statistics (probability and distributions), and Further Pure Maths, (complex numbers, 
matrices and proof.)

Careers Education• 
We have a very successful track record of preparing students for studying Maths and related 
areas such as engineering, finance, computing and the sciences via some of the top university 
courses or straight entry to employment or apprenticeships. Year 10-13 students can attend 
lectures and presentations on many applications of Maths in the real-world. 

Our co-curricular provision enables students to participate in a range of activities to enhance their 
experiences and employment or university prospects. These include supporting younger pupils, 
taking part in competitions such as code breaking and team challenges, Maths Inspiration Trips, 
and studying for additional examinations such as STEP.

We are the largest subject 
at A-Level, and Further 
Maths is fully timetabled and 
staffed.

A Level Mathematics is 
challenging and exciting, 
and if you love algebra, 
reasoning and logic, it will 
suit you well. Learning 
Mathematics requires 
problem solving, discovery 
and a lot of determination. 
Students will only achieve 
success by ‘doing’ - answering 
Mathematics questions – lots 
of practice in and outside of 
lessons.

Media Studies

Exam Board:•  AQA

 • Qualifications needed: GCSE English Language grade 6. You do not need to have taken 
GCSE Media Studies.

Course content:•  The course challenges the students to evaluate critically how media texts are 
produced, the meaning that they convey, how audiences consume and interpret the texts, as 
well as the institutions that produce and control the flow of information. We study media forms 
such as TV drama, magazines, music videos, print advertising and new media technologies 
such as video blogging. The students have the opportunity to learn Publisher, Adobe Photoshop 
and Davinchi Resolve to create their own media texts. Creative, independent learning skills 
are essential, as is the desire to engage in lively discussion and debate in class. An interest in 
contemporary media forms such as news, social media and music is useful to the course.

Unit What is assessed? Assessment Outline

1 Section A will focus on Media Language and Media 
Representations.  
Questions in this section will test the following forms:

 advertising and marketing• 
 music video.• 

Section B will focus on Media Industries and Media 
Audiences.  
Questions in this section can test any two of the following forms:

 radio• 
 newspapers• 
 film (industries only).• 

35% 2 hour exam
84 marks

2 Questions will focus on the in-depth media forms of television, 
magazines and online, social and participatory media/video 
games.

35% 2 hour exam
84 marks

3 Application of knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 
framework.

Ability to create media products.• 

Tasks: Students produce a statement of intent and then a cross-
media production made for an intended audience.

30%

A choice of one 
of six annually 
changing briefs, 
set by AQA.
60 marks

Careers Education• 
The department has a successful track record of students proceeding to study Film  –
Production, Animation, Journalism, Advertising and Marketing at University.  Many of those 
have then gone on to secure jobs in the industry.
We are able to offer advice on different courses and universities related to the subject through  –
visits and feedback from students. We encourage students to expand their portfolios by 
participating in independent projects and external competitions.
 We have a lot of resources in the department to encourage students to widen their knowledge  –
and expertise of the subject such as films on our youtube channel (https://www.youtube.com/
user/twgsbmediastudies), examples of past work, student media magazines and books.
 We have guest speakers from the industry coming in to speak about their specific roles and  –
possible pathways into their work.
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Music technology

Exam Board:•  Edexcel

 • Qualifications needed: Basic keyboard skills, the ability to 
arrange and compose music, and excellent listening skills are 
all desirable. Candidates should demonstrate an enthusiasm for 
Popular music and an interest in technology. 

Course content:•  This practical course will further develop 
performing, listening and composition skills using music 
technology to capture, edit and produce musical outcomes. 
This will include setting up microphones and monitoring sound, 
arranging and composing music using Cubase. Students 
will also study popular music from 1910 to the present day 
identifying relevant technological aspects.

Unit Outline A2 Level

1 Recording: Production tools and techniques  to capture, 
edit, process and mix an audio recording. 20%

2 Composition: Creating, editing, manipulating and structuring 
sounds to produce a technology-based composition. 20%

3 Listening and Analysing: 1 hour 30 min listening examination 25%

4 Producing and Analysing 
2 hours 15 mins examination on music production 35%

Careers Education• 
The Department has a successful track record of students proceeding to study Music and  –
Music Technology at a number of high profile Universities and Music Colleges. 
The Department provides specific guidance to students applying for Music and develops  –
important skills outside of the classroom through our extra-curricular programme. 
The Department also has a number of industry contacts who are able to provide careers  –
advice to students.

Music Technology is a 
relatively new A-Level 
subject, a product of the 
advances made in technology 
and of the desire by 
musicians to use the latest 
and most up-to-date 
equipment to create the 
beats, mixes, compositions 
and arrangements that exist 
in modern music.

Philosophy

Exam Board:•  AQA

 Qualifications needed: • GCSE Religious Education grade 6

Course content: • A level Philosophy is designed to give students a thorough grounding in the 
key concepts and methods of philosophy. Students will have the opportunity to engage with big 
questions in a purely secular context. 

Epistemology
 Perception: What are the immediate objects of perception? –
 The definition of knowledge: What is propositional knowledge? –
 The origin of concepts and nature of knowledge: where do ideas/concepts and knowledge  –
come from?

Moral philosophy
 Ethical Theories: How do we decide what is morally right to  –
do?
 Kantian deontological ethics –
 Aristotle Virtue Ethics –
 Ethical Language: What is the status of ethical language? –

Metaphysics of God
 The Concept of God –
 Arguments relating to the existence of God –
 Religious Language –

 Metaphysics of mind
 The mind-body problem –
 Logical/analytical behaviourism –
 Mind-brain type identity theory –
 Eliminative materialism –

Examination Outline:• 
Paper 1 - Epistemology and moral philosophy (3 hours exam)

Section A - Five questions on Epistemology• 
Section B – Five questions on Moral Philosophy• 

Paper 2: The metaphysics of God and the metaphysics of mind (3 hours exam)
Section A: Five questions on the metaphysics of God• 
Section B: Five questions on the metaphysics of mind• 

Careers Education• 
Philosophy is a non-vocational subject, so the skills it gives you are transferable to many  –
different industries. Through studying Philosophy you will develop many employability skills 
such as self-motivation, time management and IT skills.
Additionally, through studying Philosophy you will acquire the ability to think very deeply  –
about complex issues, weigh up and evaluate different ideas, and take in and analyse dense 
information quickly.
Guidance is provided for students considering continuing the subject in further education -  –
concerning the best university to go when considering certain courses – while taking in to 
account their interests and the jobs this may lead to.

“To teach how to live 
with uncertainty, yet 
without being paralysed by 
hesitation, is perhaps the 
chief thing that philosophy 
can do.” 

Bertrand Russell

“Philosophy begins in 
wonder. And, at the end, 
when philosophic thought 
has done its best, the 
wonder remains.” 

Alfred North Whitehead
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Physical Education

Exam Board:•  AQA

 • Qualifications needed: GCSE grade 6 in Physical Education, Biology and English.

Course content:•  The course enables the student to develop an understanding of physiological, 
psychological and social/cultural aspects which affect skilled performance and participation in 
physical education and sport. Students also learn to observe and analyse practical performance, 
as well as refine their own skills. Students gain the opportunity to take up leadership roles, as 
a coach, official or analyser. The varied course requires an interest in contemporary issues in 
sport, sound research skills and considerable independent learning.

Outline A-Level
Examination: Paper 1
Factors affecting participation in physical activity and sport

Applied anatomy and physiology• 
Skill acquisition• 
Sport and society• 

35%

Examination: Paper 2
Factors affecting optimal performance in physical activity and sport

Exercise physiology and biomechanics• 
Sport psychology• 
Sport and society and technology in sport• 

35%

Non-Examination
Practical performance in physical activity and sport
Students are assessed as a performer or coach in the full sided version of one activity 
(written/verbal analysis of performance)

30%

Careers Education• 
Physical Education provides opportunities for several career  –
paths in sport, including Sport Science, Sports Leisure 
and Management, Physiotherapy, Podiatry, Teaching and 
Coaching courses at University to name but a few. 
In Year 11 GCSE theory syllabus, there is a section on  –
Careers in P.E including Physiotherapy, sports medicine, 
sports massage, coaching, sports journalism, teaching, 
sports scientist, performance analysis, sports psychologist, 
sports nutrition. We also give specialist advice for those 
students looking to follow sports related degree courses and 
offer coaching opportunities for students from Year 10 -13 in 
football, rugby, netball and basketball and athletics.

Many of our students play 
School, County or other 
representative sport on 
Wednesday afternoons and 
Saturday mornings, which 
enables them to improve 
their practical performance 
and gain confidence.

“I have enjoyed learning 
the different aspects 
of PE, particularly how 
performance can be 
affected by psychological 
aspects such as stress, 
anxiety and arousal.”

Student comment

Physics

Exam Board:•  AQA

Qualifications needed:•  Maths and Physics GCSE at grade 6 is essential. 

Course content:•  The Physics course builds and expands upon many of the key concepts 
established in GCSE Science. 

We engage in a range of learning experiences, such as role playing (excitation of atomic 
electrons and electron energy levels, for example), student presentations, model making, 
collaborative learning techniques, electronic student feedback (e.g. Socrative), problem solving, 
especially using past paper questions. Asking and answering questions are crucial elements of 
the learning experience.

Outline A-Level

Examination: Paper 1
Measurement and errors• 
Mechanics and Materials• 
Electricity• 
Radioactivity and Particle Physics• 
Waves• 

34%

Examination: Paper 2
Further Mechanics• 
Thermal Physics, • 
Fields and their consequences• 
Nuclear Physics• 

34%

Examination: Paper 3
Engineering Physics • 
Practical skills.• 

32%

Careers Education
Physics equips you with the ability to embark upon a wide range of courses and careers: from  –
nanotechnology to stock market analysis, from geophysics to astronautics. The most popular 
courses followed by students tend to be in the fields of Physics, the Sciences, Medicine or 
Engineering.
The Department has a successful track record of students proceeding to study Physics or  –
Engineering at university.
 We provides extensive further reading lists with a view to impressing university entrance  –
officers.
 Guest speakers have come in and discussed their roles e.g. Bloodhound, Young Engineers.   –
This gives an insight into what such careers involve and the pathways into them.
 The Department also provides advice and mock interviews for those students who requiring  –
extra support for any applications to higher education.

Physics at A-Level aims to 
develop essential knowledge 
and understanding of the 
applications of Physics and 
to develop an understand-
ing of the link between 
theory and experiment. To 
allow you to appreciate how 
Physics has developed and is 
used in present day society. 
Perhaps most importantly, 
we hope to sustain and 
develop your enjoyment of, 
and interest in, the subject.
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Sociology

Exam Board:•  AQA 

 • Qualifications needed: English Literature or Language GCSE 
grade 6 or above an advantage.

Course content:•  This course provides students with the 
exciting opportunity to examine contemporary society and 
human behaviour. Students study a range of absorbing topics 
including: 

Why girls do better than boys in education (paper 1);  –
Why mothers do more domestic tasks at home than fathers  –
(paper 2); 
Whether religion is still significant in society (paper 2);  –
Why people commit crime and how it can be prevented   –
(paper 3). 

A willingness to discuss social issues and a questioning mind is 
essential since debate and evaluation form an important part of the course.

Outline and examinations A-Level

Paper 1: Education, Theory and Methods 33.3%

Paper 2: Topics in Society - Families and Households; 
Beliefs in Society 33.3%

Paper 3: Crime and Deviance with Theory and Methods 33.3%

Careers Education• 
There are various careers links in the course due to the number of roles, occupations and  –
institutions referred to e.g. teaching, police, probation, solicitors, lawyers, social workers, 
voluntary agencies, clergy, journalism, nursing etc. essentially, any career which works with 
the public.
The department subscribes to Sociology Review and handouts of articles relevant to topics  –
are given to students to broaden their knowledge of the subject. A range of textbooks are also 
available to encourage students to develop their background reading.
Sociology is a popular subject for students to continue with at university, either in its own right  –
or as part of a related discipline such as Social Policy or Criminology. Approximately 1/5th of 
this year’s Year 13 students are leaving to study Sociology at university.

Sociology is a popular choice 
with 42 students starting 
the course this September 
including a good proportion 
of female students. 
It is a lively subject, 
with themes discussed 
drawing on students’ own 
experiences as well as 
their understanding of the 
material. The Sociology 
Department has been 
consistently very successful: 
100% pass rate in 2016 with 
45% A* - A and 70% A* - B 
grades.

Spanish

Exam Board:•  WJEC Eduqas

 • Qualifications needed: It is desirable that you have achieved at least the 
equivalent of GCSE grade 6 before taking this course.

Course content:•  

Areas of 
interest

Social issues and trends Political, intellectual and artistic culture

Themes Being a young person in 
Spanish-speaking society

Families and citizenship• 
Youth trends and personal • 
identity
Education and employment • 
opportunities

Understanding the Spanish-speaking 
world

Regional culture and heritage in Spain, • 
Spanish-speaking countries and 
communities
Media, art, film and music in the • 
Spanish-speaking world

Themes Diversity and difference
Migration and integration• 
Cultural identity and• 
marginalisation• 
Cultural enrichment and • 
celebrating difference
Discrimination and diversity• 

The two Spains: 1936 onwards
El franquismo: Origins, development and • 
consequences
Post-Civil War Spain• 
Spain – coming to terms with the past? • 
“Recuperación de la memoria histórica”; 
attempts to deal with the past; ‘los 
desaparecidos’; removing the symbols 
of Franco’s Spain

Outline A-Level

Component 1: Speaking 30%

Component 2: Listening, Reading and Translation 50%

Component 3: Critical and analytical response in writing: 20%

Careers Education• 
We offer advice to students considering doing a university degree in Modern  –
Languages or following associated career paths.
 We inform students about the Language Show which takes place annually  –
in London in October which they can attend. The Careers Zone at 
Language Show Live is the place for skilled linguists to meet recruiters, get 
advice, hear from experts and find a job. There is a Careers Forum where 
they can find dedicated sessions on how to make best use of their language 
skills and the opportunities available within the language world. 
Some teachers in the department have had successful careers in other  –
areas of the world of work and they are able to demonstrate that the 
academic rigour of an MFL degree course equips students well for the 
competitive job market, making them attractive to employers and opening 
up a variety of professional opportunities.
 We inform Sixth Form students about work experience opportunities in  –
France and Spain.

A 2013 report by the 
British Council, titled 
“Languages for the Future”, 
identified Spanish as the 
most important language for 
people in the UK to learn.
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